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“Microsoft’s diverse product line has long supported 
the service-oriented enterprise, but putting it all 
together into a cohesive whole can be daunting. 
From more established products, like Windows 
Communication Foundation, Windows Workflow 
Foundation, Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, and 
BizTalk Server, to newer offerings like Windows Azure 
and AppFabric, the experts assembled here expose 
the sweet spots for each technology, talk through 
the high-level trade-offs, and offer a roadmap to a 
unified Microsoft SOA story.”

—Kevin P. Davis, Ph.D., Software Architect

“This book excels in giving hands-on and in-depth 
expertise on the SOA architecture style with the 
.NET framework and the Azure cloud platform. It’s a 
practical guide for developers, architects, and SOA 
implementers. A must read!” 

—Ricardo P. Schluter, ICT Architect,  
Parnassia Bavo Group

“While the industry overall may have hyped ‘the 
cloud’ to the level it often seems to cure world 
hunger, SOA with .NET and Windows Azure helps cut 
through the questions and hype and more clearly 
discusses the benefits and practical techniques for 
putting it to work in the real world. This book helps 
you understand the benefits associated with SOA 
and cloud computing, and also the techniques for 
connecting your current IT assets with new composite 
applications and data running in the cloud. This 
book will help you understand modern middleware 
technologies and harness the benefits of the cloud 
both on and off premises.” 

—Burley Kawasaki, Director of Product Management, 
Microsoft

“The authors have a combined SOA and .NET 
experience of several decades—which becomes 
obvious when reading this book. They don’t just 
lead you down one path with a single descriptive 
solution. Instead, the sometimes nasty trade-offs 
that architects face in their design decisions are 
addressed. These are then mapped to the Microsoft 
.NET platform with clear code examples. A very 
refreshing look at this major contender in the 
SOA space and a definite must for the .NET SOA 
practitioner!”

—Dr. Thomas Rischbeck, IT Architect, Innovation 
Process Technology

“In order to evolve as a software craftsman one must 
read excellent books that will help you grow and 
evolve in your profession. One of those books that 
every software craftsmen interested in good design 
and best practices should read is SOA with .NET 
and Windows Azure. With this book, you will learn 
which design patterns will provide the best solution 
for the kinds of software design problems you, as 
a developer or designer, face every day. This book 
has everything that software architects, software 
designers, and programmers need to know when 
building great quality software with Microsoft 
technologies.

“This will undoubtedly be one of those books that you 
reference repeatedly when starting new SOA projects. 
There is plenty of information that even those not 
working with typical service-oriented architecture 
will find very useful. With plenty of real-life examples 
(code, design, and modeling), readers see in a 
practical manner how they could use SOA patterns 
to solve everyday software problems and be more 
productive. SOA with .NET and Windows Azure will 
fit in my top three books and will definitely be one of 
those that I will use in my everyday work.” 

—Arman Kurtagic, Consultant at Omegapoint AB
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“Explaining the intersection of these two worlds—service-orientation and 
.NET technologies—is exactly what this book does. Its team of specialist 
authors provides a concrete, usable guide to this combination, ranging 
from the fundamentals of service-orientation to the more rarified air 
of .NET services in the cloud and beyond. If you’re creating service-
oriented software on the Microsoft platform—that is, if you’re a  
serious .NET developer—mastering these ideas is a must.”

From the Foreword by David Chappell, Chappell & Associates

informit.com/soa
soabooks.com
soaschool.com
soasystems.com
soapatterns.com

About the Web Sites

This book series is further supported by a 
series of resources sites, including:

• www.soabooks.com
• www.soaspecs.com
• www.soamag.com
• www.serviceorientation.com  
• www.soapatterns.org 
• www.soaprinciples.com
• www.whatissoa.com

Topic Areas

This book covers the following primary topics:

• Microsoft Service Technologies 
• Microsoft Enterprise Technologies 
• On-Premise & Cloud-Based Service Topics 
• Industry Service Technologies & Mediums 
• Service-Oriented Technology Architectural Models 
• Service-Orientation Design Paradigm 
• Service-Orientation Design Principles 
• SOA Design Patterns  

The Authoritative Guide to Building Service-Oriented Solutions  
with Microsoft .NET Technologies and the Windows Azure  
Cloud Computing Platform
In SOA with .NET and Windows Azure, top Microsoft technology experts team up with 
Thomas Erl to explore service-oriented computing with Microsoft’s latest .NET service 
technologies and Windows Azure innovations.

The authors provide comprehensive documentation of on-premise and cloud-based 
modern service technology advancements within the Microsoft platform and further 
show how these technologies have increased the potential for applying and realizing 
service-orientation practices and goals.

Specifically, the book delves into Microsoft enterprise technologies, such as:
l	 Windows Communication Foundation (WCF)
l	 Windows Azure
l	 Windows Workflow Foundation (WF)
l	 Windows Azure AppFabric
l	 BizTalk Server
l	 Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF)

...as well as industry service mediums, including WS-* and REST, and many related 
service industry standards and technologies.

The book steps through common SOA design patterns and service-orientation principles, 
along with numerous code-level examples that further detail various technology 
architectures and implementations.

Foreword by S. Somasegar
Foreword by David Chappell
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Chapter 2: Case Study Background 

Part I: Fundamentals

Chapter 3: SOA Fundamentals 
Chapter 4: A Brief History of Legacy .NET 
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Chapter 5: WCF Services 
Chapter 6: WCF Extensions
Chapter 7: .NET Enterprise Services Technologies
Chapter 8: Cloud Services with Windows Azure 

Part II: Services and Service Composition
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Part I: Service Contracts and Interoperability 
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Part II: Coupling, Abstraction, and 
Discoverability 
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Part IV: Service Composition and Orchestration 
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Part III: Infrastructure and Architecture
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“It’s the transformation of our software, it’s the transformation of our strategy and our
offerings across the board to fundamentally embrace services.”

—Ray Ozzie, Chief Software Architect, Microsoft

1.1 About this Book

Documenting the intersection between the technology capabilities of a vendor product-
based platform and the demands and requirements of the service-orientation design
paradigm is always an interesting exercise. You find yourself exploring parts of the plat-
form that go well beyond those labeled with the word “service” to discover strengths
and weaknesses that have a direct bearing on the potential to realize the very specific
goals associated with service-oriented computing.

The body of work provided in this book is the result of a three-year study of Microsoft
platform technologies in relation to service-orientation. I was fortunate to work with
authors and contributors (most with Microsoft) who collaborated and advanced the
study at different intervals, each providing individual expertise and insights. 

The use of design principles and patterns in this book proved especially helpful. Because
each principle or pattern had been previously well-defined and documented in detail,
there was no room for interpretation with its application to or comparison with
Microsoft technologies. 

One of the greatest revelations of this effort was the variety of options you have when
working with Microsoft technologies. I had an initial expectation that we would be doc-
umenting very specific combinations of products and technologies for building service-
oriented solutions and service-oriented technology architecture implementations. It
turns out that there are many choices, each with its own set of pros and cons. This type
of diversity is important, as it can help you create and optimize individual services dif-
ferently and independently, while still remaining within the same overall technology
platform.

As you dive into the many topics covered by this book, I encourage you to keep the 
big picture in mind. Building services as units of service-oriented logic is about shaping
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software programs in a specific way in support of achieving a specific target state. That
target state is the big picture. The ultimate goal is for your services to collectively estab-
lish an environment that is naturally responsive to on-going business change. 

Finally, another important consideration is that the big picture doesn’t always have to
be “big.” The scope in which you choose to apply service-orientation can vary from a
modest segment within the IT enterprise to an entire business domain and beyond. As
stated in the SOA Manifesto: “Keep efforts manageable and within meaningful bound-
aries.” The definition of those boundaries is up to you, based on what you can realisti-
cally manage.

These factors will further influence how you choose to assemble service-oriented tech-
nology environments using Microsoft technologies. Having them in the back of your
mind as you study the upcoming chapters will give you a constant context and also
some baseline criteria as you consider each technology option in relation to service-ori-
entation and your unique business objectives and requirements.

NOTE

The annotated version of the SOA Manifesto is published in Appendix E.

1.2 Objectives of this Book

Collectively, these chapters were written with the following primary goals in mind:

• to provide coverage of contemporary Microsoft distributed technologies and 
modern service technologies

• to explain how Microsoft cloud computing technologies and platforms can be
leveraged by service-oriented technology architectures

• to document the application of service-orientation principles to the Microsoft 
technology platform

• to explore the application of SOA design patterns to various .NET and Azure 
technologies and solutions built with these technologies

• to provide coverage of Microsoft infrastructure extensions and administration
tools relevant to service-oriented solution deployment and governance



1.3 Who this Book is For

This book can be used as a tutorial and a reference text and is intended for the following
types of readers:

• Developers and architects new to .NET and Windows Azure who will supplement
this book with additional tutorials to learn how to design and build service-
oriented solutions using Microsoft platform technologies.

• Experienced .NET developers and architects who want to learn how to apply 
service-orientation principles and SOA design patterns in order to create services
and service-oriented solutions.

• Developers and architects who want to learn more about Windows Azure and
AppFabric.

• Enterprise architects that want to learn more about how to position and establish
enterprise service bus and orchestration platforms within the IT enterprise. 

• Developers who want to build solutions using modern Microsoft service 
technologies.

1.4 What this Book Does Not Cover

This is not a “how-to” book for .NET or SOA. Although the six chapters in Part I contain
a great deal of introductory coverage of modern .NET and Windows Azure technolo-
gies, the overall purpose of this book is to explore the intersection of Microsoft platform
technologies and the application of service-orientation principles and SOA design pat-
terns. This book intends to empower you with the knowledge required to properly 
utilize Microsoft products and technologies for the creation of services, service compo-
sitions, service-oriented solutions, and service-oriented technology architectures.

1.5 Prerequisite Reading

This book assumes you have a basic knowledge of:

• the .NET framework

• fundamental XML concepts

• fundamental service-orientation

4 Chapter 1: Introduction
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If you have not yet worked with XML, you can read some of the brief tutorials published
at www.soaspecs.com. If you are new to SOA, you can get a basic understanding of 
service-oriented computing, service-orientation, and related design patterns by study-
ing the content at the following Web sites:

• www.whatissoa.com

• www.soaprinciples.com

• www.soapatterns.org

• www.soa-manifesto.com

To further ensure that you have a clear understanding of key terms used and referenced
in the upcoming chapters, you can also visit the online master glossary for this book
series at www.soaglossary.com to look up definitions for terms that may not be fully
described in this book.

Even if you are an experienced SOA practitioner, we suggest you take the time to have
a look at these online resources. A great deal of ambiguity has surrounded SOA and
service-oriented computing and these explanations and definitions will ensure that you
fully understand key terms and concepts in relation to this book and the book series as
a whole.

Here are some recommendations for additional books that elaborate on key topics cov-
ered by this title:

• SOA Principles of Service Design – A comprehensive documentation of the service-
orientation design paradigm with full descriptions of all of the principles refer-
enced in this book.

• SOA Design Patterns – This is the official SOA design patterns catalog containing
descriptions and examples for most of the patterns referenced in this book. You
can also look up concise descriptions for these patterns at www.soapatterns.org
and in Appendix D.

• Web Service Contract Design & Versioning for SOA – Any content pertaining to con-
tract-first or WSDL, XML Schema, and WS-Policy development and design, devel-
opment, and versioning will be aided by the detailed coverage in this title.

• Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design – The coverage of
service-oriented analysis and design processes in this title supplements the tech-
nology-centric focus of this book with methodology-related topics.



The following titles are currently in development as part of the Prentice Hall Service-
Oriented Computing Series from Thomas Erl:

• SOA with Java – A book dedicated to building services and service-oriented solu-
tions with Java development tools and technologies, with an emphasis on Web
services and REST services.

• SOA Governance – This book explores a wide range of organizational and 
technological governance topics, including Web service contract versioning and
evolution.

• SOA with REST – This book documents the convergence of REST and SOA by
establishing how REST services can be realized in support of service-orientation.
Salient topics are reinforced with comprehensive case studies using modern REST
frameworks in combination with contemporary SOA models, patterns, practices,

and concepts.

• Modern SOA Infrastructure – The aim of this book is to explore modern infrastruc-
ture technologies and practices for mainstream service-oriented architectures and
solutions. This book provides in-depth coverage of contemporary infrastructure
technology components and further provides new design patterns that extend and
build upon previously documented SOA design patterns.

• Cloud Computing & SOA – This book is focused on the convergence of SOA and
Cloud Computing. It will provide a comprehensive reference for the technologies
and practices that are emerging around the adoption of Software as a Service
(SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) as they
pertain private, public and community clouds in support of service-orientation
and service-oriented solution design.

For the latest information regarding the release of these new books, visit www.
soabooks.com.

1.6 How this Book is Organized

This book begins with Chapters 1 and 2 providing introductory content and case study
background information respectively. All subsequent chapters are grouped into the fol-
lowing parts:

• Part I: Fundamentals

• Part II: Services and Service Composition

6 Chapter 1: Introduction
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• Part III: Infrastructure and Architecture

• Part IV: Appendices

Part I: Fundamentals

The first six chapters cover introductory topics related to SOA, service-orientation, and
the broad range of past and present Microsoft distributed technologies.

Chapter 3: SOA Fundamentals 

This chapter provides an overview of key terms and concepts associated with SOA,

service-orientation, and service-oriented computing. 

Chapter 4: A Brief History of Legacy .NET Distributed Technologies 

This chapter begins with distributed computing basics, and then proceeds to summarize
the evolution of Microsoft distributed technologies, including COM, DCOM, COM+
Services, .NET Enterprise Services, .NET Remoting, MSMQ, System.Transactions, and
XML Web Services (ASMX), including Web Services Enhancements (WSE).

Chapter 5: WCF Services 

This chapter introduces the Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) platform,

with an emphasis on service technologies and implementation and hosting options.
Areas of focus include service contracts and service consumer design requirements.
WCF services are used in examples throughout subsequent chapters.

Chapter 6: WCF Extensions

The exploration of various architectural extensions to WCF provided in this chapter acts
as a continuation of Chapter 5. Extensions covered include security, transactions, rout-
ing, discovery, management tools, and extensibility options.

Chapter 7: .NET Enterprise Services Technologies

Further architectural and infrastructure building blocks are provided by .NET Enter-
prise Service Technologies. This chapter provides introductory coverage of SQL Server,

Windows Workflow Foundation (WF), Windows Server AppFabric, Application Blocks,

and Software Factories.



Chapter 8: Cloud Services with Windows Azure 

Following a section that covers basic cloud computing concepts and terminology, this
chapter delves into the Windows Azure Platform to cover specific topics, such as Azure
roles and storage options, as well as tutorial-style coverage of how Web services and
REST services can be created for deployment within Windows Azure.

Part II: Services and Service Composition

When working with service-orientation, a service is a software program with specific
characteristics. Many of these characteristics foster the ability of a service to be repeat-
edly aggregated into different service compositions. This part of the book contains a
series of chapters that explore how service-orientation principles and patterns can be
applied to build units of service-oriented solution logic (services) in support of strategic
service-oriented computing goals, with a special emphasis on support for future com-
posability requirements.

Chapter 9: Service-Orientation with .NET Part I: Service Contracts and Interoperability 

The design and standardization of service contracts is a focal point when building 
service-oriented solutions. This chapter provides numerous examples and coverage of
.NET technologies shaped by the application of the relevant design principles, patterns,

and practices (including the Standardized Service Contract principle and the Canonical
Schema, Data Model Transformation, Canonical Protocol, and Canonical Expression
patterns).

Chapter 10: Service-Orientation with .NET Part II: Coupling, Abstraction, and Discoverability

This chapter explores the application of numerous patterns and principles in relation to
service coupling, abstraction, and discoverability requirements and concerns. Patterns
and principles covered include Service Loose Coupling, Decoupled Contract, Service
Façade, Concurrent Contracts, Service Abstraction, Validation Abstraction, Service Dis-
coverability, and Metadata Centralization.

Chapter 11: Service-Orientation with .NET Part III: Reusability and Agnostic Service

Models 

With an emphasis on fostering the reusability potential of services, this chapter explores
the application of the Service Reusability principle from modeling, design, and develop-
ment perspectives via the application of fundamental service identification and defini-
tion patterns, including Functional Decomposition, Service Encapsulation, Agnostic

8 Chapter 1: Introduction
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Context, Agnostic Capability, Utility Abstraction, and Entity Abstraction. The latter sec-
tions in the chapter contain detailed case study examples for the development of utility
and entity services using Web service and REST service technologies, respectively.

Chapter 12: Service-Orientation with .NET Part IV: Service Composition and Orchestration

Basics

This chapter covers fundamental service composition theory and discusses the impor-
tance of the Service Composability principle in relation to the Capability Composition,

Capability Recomposition, Service Layers, Non-Agnostic Context, and Process Abstrac-
tion patterns. The latter half of the chapter acts as a prelude to Chapters 13 and 14 by
providing introductory coverage of patterns relevant to Microsoft orchestration plat-
forms, including Process Centralization, State Repository, Compensating Transaction,

and the Orchestration compound pattern itself.

Chapter 13: Orchestration Patterns with WF

Using the Orchestration compound pattern (and its core member patterns) as a basis,

this chapter explores relevant technologies and features of the Windows Workflow
Foundation (WF) platform.

Chapter 14: Orchestration Patterns with BizTalk Server 

Similar in structure to Chapter 13, this chapter covers technologies and features of the
BizTalk Server product in relation to the Orchestration compound patterns and the core
patterns that comprise it.

Part III: Infrastructure and Architecture

The chapters in this part of the book cover specialized topics and extensions that pertain
to layers of technology architecture and infrastructure relevant to the development and
governance of service-oriented solutions and inventories of services.

Chapter 15: Enterprise Service Bus with BizTalk Server and Windows Azure

The primary focus of this chapter is on how the BizTalk Server product is expanded via
the ESB Toolkit and how .NET based enterprise service bus implementations can be fur-
ther extended into the realm of cloud computing via Windows Azure. (Note that this
chapter does not specifically explore the Microsoft technology platform from the Enter-
prise Service Bus compound pattern perspective, as that is covered separately in the
Modern SOA Infrastructure book as part of this book series.)



Chapter 16: Windows Azure Platform AppFabric Service Bus

This chapter is dedicated to providing an overview of the Windows Azure Platform
AppFabric Service Bus and contains various examples that explore its usage, especially
with REST-based services.

Chapter 17: SOA Security with .NET and Windows Azure

Security is a primary concern when building services and service-oriented solutions
because if the security of an agnostic service is breached, it can impact several service
compositions. This chapter covers basic security patterns (such as Direct Authentication
and Brokered Authentication) in relation to .NET technologies and further provides an
overview of the Windows Identity Foundation platform. The chapter concludes with a
section dedicated to security concerns raised by Windows Azure.

Chapter 18: Service-Oriented Presentation Layers with .NET 

There are various ways to abstract, design, and develop presentation logic in support of
service-orientation. This chapter describes the Windows Presentation Foundation and
Prism Library and explores its usage from a patterns perspective.

Chapter 19: Service Performance Optimization 

One of the common myths of service-oriented computing is that performance must
always be sacrificed when building reusable and composable services. This chapter pro-
vides a number of techniques that demonstrate how, using the many modern technol-
ogy and infrastructure advances, service performance and reliability can be optimized
while continuing to support the application of service-orientation principles. 

Chapter 20: SOA Metrics with BAM

This final chapter explains the business activity monitoring features provided by
BizTalk Server, and how they can be applied specifically for the collection of metrics rel-
evant to service usage, scalability, and general service governance.

Part IV: Appendices

Appendix A: Case Study Conclusion

This appendix provides a conclusion of the case study storyline, as it pertains to Stan-
dard Mold IT enterprise environment.

10 Chapter 1: Introduction
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Appendix B: Industry Standards Reference

A list of referenced industry standards is provided in this appendix.

Appendix C: Service-Orientation Principles Reference

This appendix provides the profile tables (originally from SOA Principles of Service
Design) for the service-orientation design principles referenced in this book. 

Appendix D: SOA Design Patterns Reference 

This appendix provides the profile tables (originally from SOA Design Patterns) for the
SOA design patterns referenced in this book.

Appendix E: The Annotated SOA Manifesto

This appendix provides the annotated version of the SOA Manifesto declaration.

Appendix F: Additional Resources

A list of relevant Web sites and an article for the SOA Magazine are provided as supple-
mentary resources.

1.7 How Principles and Patterns are Used in this Book

As part of its exploration of service-orientation in relation to the Microsoft technology
platform, this book references and uses established design principles and patterns
throughout its chapters. 

Sources

The principles of service-orientation were originally documented in the book SOA Prin-
ciples of Service Design. Referenced design patterns originated in the following design
patterns publications:

• [CJP] “Core J2EE Patterns” (Sun Microsystems, java.sun.com, 2001-2002)

• [DP] “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software” by Erich
Gamma, Ralph Johnson, Richard Helm, John Vlissides (Addison-Wesley, 1995,

ISBN: 0201633612)

• [JG] “Tales from the Smart Client” by John Gossman (blogs.msdn.com, 2005)



• [MPP] Microsoft Patterns & Practices Group

• [PEA] “Patterns of Enterprise Application Architecture” by Martin Fowler 
(Pearson Education, 2003, ISBN: 0-321-12742-0)

• [SDP] “SOA Design Patterns” by Thomas Erl (Prentice Hall, 2009,

ISBN: 978-0-13-613516-6)

• [TAL] “MVP: Model-View-Presenter The Taligent Programming Model for C++
and Java” by Mike Potel (Taligent, 1996)

• [TR] Trygve M. H. Reenskaug

Reference Notation

Note how each of the listed publications is associated with a code in square brackets.
This code is repeated every time a pattern name is mentioned within body text or title
text (with the exception of chapter and top-level section titles). 

Profile tables for all 85 of the original patterns from the SOA Design Patterns book are
provided in Appendix D. Therefore, instead of a code, the actual page number of the 
corresponding profile table is provided each time a pattern from this publication is 
referenced.

Similarly, because the profile tables of the eight service-orientation principles are also
provided in Appendix C, referenced design principle names are further supplemented
with the corresponding page number. However, in order to maintain a distinction
between principles and patterns, the page number for each principle is placed in
rounded parentheses instead of square brackets.

For example, the following statement first references a service-orientation design prin-
ciple, then an SOA design pattern, and finally a pattern from another publication:

“…the Service Loose Coupling (695) principle is supported via the application of Decoupled Con-
tract [735], which is comparable to the Separated Interface [PEA] pattern…”

Note, as also demonstrated in this sample statement, a principle or a pattern can be ref-
erenced with or without being qualified. In other words, the statement “…when the
Decoupled Contract [735] pattern is applied…” has the same meaning as “…when Decoupled
Contract [735] is applied…”

12 Chapter 1: Introduction
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1.8 Symbols, Figures, and Style Conventions

Symbol Legend

This book contains a series of diagrams that are referred to as figures. The primary sym-
bols used throughout all figures are individually described in the symbol legend located
on the inside of the front cover.

How Color is Used

The color red is occasionally used to highlight text, especially within code samples. Gen-
erally, the highlighted code will be related to the current topic being discussed.

Additional Information

The following sections provide supplementary information and resources for the Pren-
tice Hall Service-Oriented Computing Series from Thomas Erl.

Updates, Errata, and Resources (www.soabooks.com)

Information about other series titles and various supporting resources can be found at
www.soabooks.com. You are encouraged to visit this site regularly to check for content
changes and corrections. 

Master Glossary (www.soaglossary.com)

To avoid content overlap and to ensure constant content currency, the books in this
series do not contain glossaries. Instead, a dedicated Web site at www.soaglossary.com
provides a master glossary for all series titles. This site continues to grow and expand
with new glossary definitions as new series titles are developed and released.

Referenced Specifications (www.soaspecs.com)

The chapters throughout this book reference XML and Web services specifications and
standards. The www.soaspecs.com Web site provides a central portal to the original
specification documents created and maintained by the primary standards
organizations.



SOASchool.com™ SOA Certified Professional (SOACP) 

This text book is an official part of the SOA Certified Professional curriculum and is used
in conjunction with courses and exams for the SOA .NET Developer Certification pro-
gram. The course materials that are part of this program provide additional content and
lab exercises that further explore topics covered in this book. For more information, see
www.soaschool.com. 

The SOA Magazine (www.soamag.com)

The SOA Magazine is a regular publication provided by SOA Systems Inc. and Prentice
Hall/PearsonPTR and is officially associated with the Prentice Hall Service-Oriented Com-
puting Series from Thomas Erl. The SOA Magazine is dedicated to publishing specialized
SOA articles, case studies, and papers by industry experts and professionals. The com-
mon criteria for contributions is that each explore a distinct aspect of service-oriented
computing.

Notification Service

If you’d like to be automatically notified of new book releases in this series, new supple-
mentary content for this title, or key changes to the previously listed Web sites, use the
notification form at www.soabooks.com.
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